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Thus it has come about that if one traverses one of the many
English towns which during the nineteenth century expanded
outwards in concentric rings, the ugliest zone of building will be
found to lie between 1860 and 1880, and oftenest in the later of
those two decades. The same stigma will be found attaching to
the period by any one who looks through volumes of illustrated
papers to obtain an idea of costumes, decorations, and the out-
ward appearance of society.
Yet amid dominant ugliness a revolt began. Its greatest
leader, the poet and art-craftsman, William Morris (1834-96),
was a man who would have been memorable in any age, and
greater perhaps in one which did not so inevitably throw his
work into attitudes of dissent from the world around him. Per-
haps few men with a keener sense of craftsmanship, or greater
natural gifts for giving effect to it, have ever lived. The original
firm of Morris, Marshall, and Faulkner, in which there were
seven partners (the others being the painters Burne-Jones, Ros-
setti, and Madox Brown and the architect Philip Webb), had
been started as early as 1861; but its productions had been on a
very limited scale, and except wall-papers and a small amount
of furniture, were mainly designed for churches. It was in 1875
that Morris became sole proprietor and manager, in the same
year that he made himself an expert in dyeing and thus opened
the way to a notable production of printed and woven fabrics.
In 1877 he began tapestry weaving; in 1879 he started weaving
carpets and rugs; in 1881 the scale of his output warranted his
opening a really large and well-equipped works at Merton Abbey.
It must not be supposed that at any time he supplied any large
part of the general market; but towards the end of our period his
example began to influence the firms which did, and a gradual
rebirth of design resulted. On the taste of the upper classes he
acted as a strong purgative. No one so effectually disillusioned
the Victorians of their blind enthusiasm for machine products;
and his famous apophthegm, cHave nothing in your house except
what you know to be useful or believe to be beautiful', did more
than anything else to sweep away from Victorian living-rooms
the senseless litter of manufactured knick-knacks with which
they had till then been encumbered.
The architecture of public buildings took a turn for the better
about the same time. In London the ill-planned and unreal
Law Courts by G. E. Street (built between 1868 and 1882) and

